Long-term memory prediction extends the spatial displacement vector utilized in hybrid video coding by a variable time delay permitting the use of more than one reference frame for motion compensation. This extension provides improved rate-distortion performance. However, motion compensation in combination with transmission errors leads to temporal error propagation that occurs when the reference frames at encoder and decoder Mer. In this paper, we present a framework that incorporates an error estimate into rate-constrained motion estimation and mode decision. Experimental results with a Rayleigh fading channel show that long-term memory motion compensation significantly outperforms single-frame prediction.
INTRODUCTION
The efficiency of long-term memory motion-compensated prediction (MCP) as an approach to improve coding performance has been demonstrated in [l] . The ITU-T has decided to adopt this feature as Annex U to version 3 of the H.263 standard. In this paper, we show that the idea can also be applied to the transmission of coded video over noisy channels at improved performance.
The compressed video signal is extremely vulnerable to transmission errors. When the bit-stream received is in error, the decoder cannot or should not reconstruct the affected parts of the current frame. Rather, a concealment is invoked. But motion compensation in combination with concealment leads to temporal error propagation which causes deviating reference frames at encoder and decoder. A popular technique to stop temporal error propagation is to encode macroblocks in INTRA mode. To invoke IN-TRA coding appropriately, the Error lkacking approach has been presented [2, 31, where the propagated error is tracked upon receipt of a feedback sent from decoder to encoder. Adaptive INTRA coding based on concealment distortion measures and transmission error characteristics has also been proposed for cases when no feedback is available [4, 51.
Another method to stop error propagation is to predict from reference pictures that have been confirmed to be identical at encoder and decoder. Such a scheme is included in the Reference Picture Selection (RPS) mode as described in Annex N of H.263+. RPS relies on a feedback channel [6] to acknowledge the error-free receipt of portions of the bit-stream.
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, multiple reference frames have been proposed for increasing the robustness of video codecs. Error propagation is modeled using a Markov chain which is used to modify the selection of the picture reference parameter employing a strategy called random lag selection. However, the actual concealment distortion, the motion vector estimation and the macroblock mode decision are not considered.
The coder control in this paper employs an estimate of the distortion between the original and the average decoding result given the statistics of the random channel and the temporal error propagation. When utilizing long-term memory MCP, temporal error propagation has to be considered in the multi-frame buffer which is controlled by the picture reference parameter. Hence, the estimate of the average decoder distortion affects the selection of the macroblock modes including the INTRA mode and motion vectors including the picture reference parameter. Experimental results with a Rayleigh fading channel show that longterm memory MCP significantly outperforms the singleframe MCP of the H.263-based anchor in the presence of error-prone channels for transmission scenarios with and without feedback.
THE VIDEO CODEC
The video codec employed in this paper has been published in [I]. Long-term memory MCP extends the motion vector utilized in hybrid video coding by a vaxiable time delay permitting the use of several decoded frames for motion compensation. The frames inside the long-term memory which is simultaneously built at encoder and decoder are addressed by a combination of the codes for the spatial displacement vector and the variable time delay.
Because the video bit-stream consists of VLC words, a single bit error may cause a series of erroneous code words at the decoder. The common solution to this problem is to insert synchronization code words into the bit-stream in regular intervals. The H.263 standard supports optional GOB-headers as re-synchronization points which are also used throughout this paper. A GOB in QCIF format consists of 11 macroblocks that are arranged in one row. In case of a detected transmission error complete GOBS are discarded.
The severeness of the error caused by discarded GOBS can be reduced if error concealment techniques are employed. In our simulations, we employ simple previous frame concealment, i.e., the corrupted image content is replaced by corresponding pixels fiom the previous frame. To illustrate the effect of temporal error propagation, it is assumed that the nine GOBS of each &CIF picture are transmitted in one packet and each packet is lost with probability p or correctly received with probability q = 1 -p .
CODER CONTROL
Although the transmission scenario in the experiments does not employ such a packetization scheme, the assumption one picture to be transmitted in one packet greatly simpUes the analysis here. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of temporal error propagation in case of singleframe MCP,
i.e., only the prior decoded frame can be referenced for m e tion compensation. To incorporate temporal error propagation into the coder control for the frame at time instant k that references frame k -1, we need to estimate the average errors that have accumulated in frame k-1. For that, older frames than frame k -1 have to be considered due to temporal error propagation. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the frame at time instant k -4 is correctly decoded. In the next frame at time instant k -3, reference is made to frame k -4 using motion compensation. The frame k -3 is either concealed with probability p or correctly decoded with probabiiity q = 1 -p. Hence, the two nodes at time instant k -3 correspond to two different frames. The decoding of the frame k -2 results in 4 combinations of possible outcomes while image content in the frame k-1 can be decoded in 8 Werent ways. In general, L = 2' combinations would have to be computed for a frame that is k time instants decoded after the first frame.
If long-term memory MCP is utilized, the number of branches leaving a node in the tree of possible error events varies since frames other than just the prior decoded frame can also be referenced. Moreover, since each macroblock or block can reference a different picture in the multi-frame buffer, the tree of possible error events has to be used for each pixel. This results in L = 2k Combinations per pixel after k time instants.
To obtain a computational tractable quantity for temporal error propagation, we introduce an approximation. Given the L different possible outcomes of decoding a reference picture, the average prediction error DAVE reads as Fig. 1 ).
In Fig. 1, each Fig. 2, we In Fig. 3 For the TMN-10 codec, the three feedback schemes are realized in a similar way as for the LTMP coder but w i t h the restriction to having only one reference frame for cod-
ing. onr
&@ that the perfiiance of the various approaches is very similar for our simulation conditions. The ACK mode shows a slight advantage for small Ea/& while the NACK worb better for less noisy channels.
F'indy, in Fig. 4 , the gains achieMble with the LTMP codec wes the TMN-10 codec are back case. The best perfixmance feedback handling strategies is depicted in both cases. We also show results for the case without feedback to illthe error mitigation by feedback. In the feedback case, the LTMP coder provides a PSNR gain of 1.2 dB compared to the TMN-10 coder.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we propose long-term memory prediction for ef6cient transmission of coded video over noisy channels. For that, the coder control takes into account the ratedistortion trackoff &evabIe for the video sequence given the decoder as well as the transmission errors introduced by the channel. In experiments incorporating Fbyleigh fading chaxm&, the PSNR. gain at the decoder obtained for the sequence Foreman is 1.8 dB at E*/No = 22 dB for the case without feedback. When a feedback channel is available, the PSM. gain by the long-term memory scheme compared to single-frame prediction is up to 1.2 dB.
